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• Problem - " / "'_--

I. We have a determination by the JCS that they con-

sider it essential for strategic reasons that the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands (TTPI) continue to be

associated with the United States. We also have an inter-

national commitment under our 1947 trusteeship agreement with.

the UN Security Council to promote the TTPl_s'independence "-

or self-government. As long as we move promptly we are

confident that these requirements can be reconciled by

permitting the people of the Territory to exercise their

right of self-determination in circumstances which highlight

the advantage of the Territory's continued association with _
<t

us. _ : _" {_[\ i
\_I i_ _

2.--Our belief is the sooner the TTPI is given a_ _ _

opportunity for self-determination, the sooner we _i]_ L'_d '_-"t_l_' :_ \_
_- _ _ _l_k_l/ _-

get from the Micronesians the answer which will bes t " < "_l_ _'_, __
_, ,.., tO

failure v_ _ _ _ _ _protect our strategic interests. Our to mc _ !__

swiftly enough could, however, jeopardize a genera I t_" _. _._'_:'_r-_-
• _,... .._ _-, _ _"= -_
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favorable political climate in the Territory. Although

local sentiment remains tame by usual standards of

anti-colonial.ism, there has recently been a distinct

growth of local interest in the TTPI's political future. "

We must in any case anticipate keen international scrutiny

of our administration by the UN Trusteeship Council which

has a visiting mission inspecting the Territory at the

present time,

3. Our political position in the TTPI is complicated +_
-o "o

by the poor job we have done in administering jand develop -+ ,,._..

ing the Territory in past years and by the "extent to

which this past performance has been publicized. Despite

some improvement and fairly widespread recognition in

the Government that the resources being devoted to the

development of the TerritorY are insufficient, modest

proposals for increased appropriations were not acted

upon by the last Congress; they have been resubmitted

this year. The most promising advance so far has been the

introduction of some Peace Corps volunteers on whom we

are relying for increased assistance in elementary

education, public health and community development.
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Propoaed Policy

4. In broad terms we propose a dual approach toward

the TTPI's future. One aspect would be re-invigoration of

earlier efforts to accelerate economic development of the

Territory to the point that it would underscore the value

of association with the U.S. and undercut criticism from

various sources. The other would be a defined program

for early self-goverr=nent and self-determination fol'lowed

by action in the UN effectively terminating the TTPI's _

trusteeship status. ,

5. For the political program we favor an early

announcement, perhaps by means of a joint Congressional

resolution, stating our intention to grant internal

self-government to the TTPI within five years followed

by a plebiscite on the question of independence or free

association with the United States. Although the trustee-

ship system would necessarily remain in effect until the

plebiscite, we think it virtually certain the people of

the Territory would choose free association with us, thus

ensuring our strategic interest.

,, [
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6. A plebiscite could also offer an additional

option of full integration with the U.S., but we doubt

the U.S. Congress would be prepared for this measure in

the absence of parallel action on {he American territories

in the Pacific.

Feasibility

7. Legally, our proposed procedure would be compatible

with the Trusteeship Agreement under which the U.S. has
e.

full:powers of administration, legislation,,alnd jurisdiction " -__

over the TTPI even though we do not possess "sover4ignty."

Assuming we consulted the UN adequately about our plans and

i-

permitted sufficient UN association with the plebiscite,

we could end the trusteeship status of the TTPI as soon as

the new institutional arrangements were formally approved

by the U.S. Congress and the Micronesian Legislature.
k._'-

L
.... _S

it would be generally understood in the UN that we had
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fulfilled our international obligations as wellas con-

formed to contemporary UN practices in these matters.

8. Politically, our proposed procedure should be

satisfactory. The people of the TTPI would almost

certainly reject independence if the desired alternative

of free association were offered early enough and explained

clearly enough to the people of the TTPI. Arrangements

involving a substantial delay in the actual achievement _
°

of self-government would, of course, significantly reduce _ , .
oi /° ° _:- __

the formula's appeal in the UN as well as the Territory.

Similarly, failure to spell out the political and

economic advantages of free association would probably --.

lead the people of the TTPI tO favor the status quo, a

tendency which would in large part defeat our purpose.

Executive Branch Positions

9. Although Interior, which has responsibility for

administra--_ion of the TTPI, has come to share some of our

sense of urgency, it is clearly reluctant to come to

grips with the basic issue of the Territory's internal

self-government. Apart from the absence of sufficient

preparations for rapid political progress in the TTPI,

"'::.i:":.'Z • ... !)..-..,,:_..-..::..:Ooo
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Interior seems reluctant to take an initiative in a

matter of strong Congressional interest and tends to

believe that any program for the Trust Territory must

conform to the policies we have followed over the years

in dealing with exclusively American territories. Specif-

ically it has great reservations about providing the TTPI

with a status better than that now enjoyed by our three

non-self-gow_.rning territories of Guam, American Samoa,

and the Virgin Islands. -_ .

I0. We appreciate the Congressional pr_b'lem but a_e

convinced that an Executive initiative is not only proper

but essential, and while we recognize the political
r

difficulties of leapfrogging the TTPI to self-government

over the other American territories, we assume the U.S.

could make all necessary adjustments within the contemplated

five-year period before a final plebiscite in the Trust

Territor_ We believe Defense shares our view in the

belief that the most important objectives are to ensure

the TTPI's permanent association with us and to provide

the necessary degree of political autonomy which would

remove the Territory decisively from UN supervision.
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Ii. Whatever the specific arrangements, we think it

essential that we achieve solid agreement within the

Executive Branch as to precisely what we want and then

undertake a major "education campaign" with the Congress

to obtain advance approval from key Congressional figures

before moving on with a publicized program for the TTPI.

Interior Proposal

12. Interior has proposed legislation which would have

the U.S. Congress establish a status commission in response ....

to a resolution of August 3, 1966 of the Congress of

Micronesia petitioning the President "to establish a' _- ° "

commission to consult the people of Micronesia to ascertain

their wishes and views and to study and critically assess
I

the political alternatives open to Micronesia." The

commission, under Interiors proposal, would include six

members from the U.S. Congress, six from the Congress of

Micronesia, three from the Executive Branch and two public

members seelected by the President. The chairman would not

be appointed by the President but would be elected by the

members. The purpose would be to determine and publicize

the various political alternatives for Micronesia and to

make recommendations to the President, the U.S. Congress,

and the Congress of Micronesia by mid-1968 or even earlier.

:.. ii!i
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Our Proposed Alternatives

13, We do not favor a commission in the form proposed

by Interior. A Congressionally-established and

Congressionally-dominated commission would have the virtue

of involving the U.S. Congress deeply in the process of

actually determining a program for the TTPI, but it would

also come very close to dumping our Executive Branch

responsibilities on the commission without assurance of a

satisfactory result. Given the attitude of the Interior _
*o

Committees in Congress, it is quite possible_/for _ - " _

example, that such a commission would fail to recomraend the

prompt schedule for the TTPI's self-government (as distinct

from self-determination) which we would need to end the
r

trusteeship agreement. Moreover, if the commission

failed to recognize the sense of urgency, we could not be

sure of getting the people of Micronesia to make the right

choice in tez_ns of our defense needs.

14. As an alternative to Interior's proposal we

would recommend that : a) the Executive Branch first decide

on the desirability of the program described in paragraph 5

above and then conduct an extensive education campaign

.. CN ENTIAL.
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with the Congress; before b) obtaining Congressional

endorsement for a commission appointed by the President.

The purpose of the commission would not be to make broad

policy recommendations but to define the institutions of

self-government and free association for the TTPI within

guidelines set in advance by the President and Congress.

In other words if a commission were not designed as

a substitute for Executive Branch initiative, it would have

real virtue in engaging the Congress, the Micronesians =_

o°

and our own public in the program we would like to see .
o.I I" ' _ _=

established for Micronesia. •

15. Specifically, we would propose that State, Interior,

Defense and the White House agree on the following sequence _

of action: a) explicit Executive Branch agreement on a

program of self-government and self-determination within

5 years; b) determination of the key political and economic

features which must be examined with the U.S. Congress to ensure

adequate support; c) extensiveCongressional consultation with

the Interior, Foreign Relations, and Armed Services committees

of the House and Senate; d) a Congressional resolution
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setting forth the program; e) consultation with the UN

Trusteeship Council; and f) implementation of the program;

and g) appointment of a Presidential Commission to prepare

for the plebiscite.

16. A major effort would be required with the Congress

to accomplish this program butwe believe we could succeed

if we were to present the question as a matter of urgency

stemming from national security considerations. On balance,

we think that we would be assisted by the attitude of the
• °

Foreign Relations and Armed Services Committees in try_g - , ' =

to overcome some tendency toward complacency in the"

Interior Committees. We would nevertheless have to act

with delicacy since the Interior Committees are jealous

of their prerogatives. The essential objective of

Congressional consultation would be to obtain sufficient

support for ultimate Congressional endorsement of arrange-

ments c_sen by the people of the Trust Territory.
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